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From The President

Happy days are here again!
Yes, members, we must live right.

We have a new Editor and a 1994
AHPS Convention Chairman. We can
now hit 1994 with a bang; and, with
your help, can look forward to an
enjoyable collecting year. Who said,
"stamp collecting isn't fun?"

First of all, Steve Weston of Del
Mar CA, a former editor of Tell, has
volunteered to be Editor again . He
started immediately and is already
responsible for this issue . Should this
issue arrive a little later than usual,
it 's due to some changes and getting
things straightened out . With all
these changes, we might have gotten
a little bit behind.

We'll more than make up for it in
the future, but we need your arti-
cles! Please, sit down, write about
some topics and bombard our new
Editor with articles . He would love to
be snowed under with your contribu-
tions.

Harlan Stone, our Publicity and
Awards Chairman, has volunteered
to be our 1994 AHPS Convention
Chairman in conjunction with
NAPEX in Arlington VA, June 24-26.
He has already planned a fine pro-
gram which is described elsewhere in
this issue . He also needs your cooper-
ation, as you will realize . Please, let's
help him in this endeavor. Is there
anyone in the Washington DC area
who could help Harlan.

In the November issue, we asked
for your support of the AHPS Dona-
tion Auction . George Struble, our
Auction Manager, has put together a
great assortment of lots . He informed
me that members and advertisers
responded generously to his plea.
Thanks to all of you for this support.
And thanks to George who has all the
work.

In this issue, Robert
Gleichenhaus has another one of his very
interesting Profiles of a Swiss col-
lector. It is amazing to read how
everyone got hooked on collecting
Swiss stamps and the fascination
continues.

While I and many others were
extremely unhappy with the stamps
issued by Switzerland in honor of the
150th anniversary of Swiss stamps,

the 1993 Pro Patria and Pro Juven-
tute stamps were very much to our
liking. Also, the surcharge stamp
with the Lucerne Kapell Bridge has a
very pleasant, shining color. I under-
stand that sales of the stamp are
brisk.

When you receive this issue of
Tell, you will have already started
the new year. Retroactively, I'd like
to wish for all of you a very happy
and especially healthy 1994.

Ernest L. Bergman
	 . . ..

NAPEX Set to Host
AHPS Convention
Harlan F Stone

Show-and-tells will be the theme
of the 13th AHPS National Conven-
tion, to be held at NAPEX in subur-
ban Washington, D.C., on June 24-26.
The program will offer attendees
three ways to share their collecting
interests with fellow members and
guests.

First, anyone can show up to 16
pages and talk for five minutes on
any subject related to Swiss, Liech-
tenstein or Swiss/United Nations
philately. A panel of AHPS officers
will select the winner.

Second, in a lighter vein, anyone
can show a single page and talk for
three minutes about a humorous
topic related to the same areas . An
audience vote will decide the winner.

Third, anyone can enter a formal
display in the NAPEX exhibition and
vie for the AHPS grand award and
medals, to be given by the NAPEX
jury. Entry forms are available from
me . NAPEX is reserving 60 frames
for AHPS members ' exhibits only
until March 1.

For postal history buffs, AHPS
has arranged a joint seminar with the
Italian and Colonies Study Circle,
which is also holding a national
convention at NAPEX, and the Postal
History Society. Participants can
discuss up to 16 pages for 15 minutes
on any subject related to both Swit-
zerland and Italy (such as reduced
border zone postage rates, Swiss post
office agencies in Italy, and cross-
border lake ship mail) . Those attend-
ing will attempt to answer questions
raised by the show-and-tellers .

Added features of the AHPS
convention will include a special
cacheted cover, mailed from NAPEX
to all members as a souvenir, and a
Friday evening social gathering at
the home of a nearby member (if a
nearby member will volunteer to
serve as host) . NAPEX takes place at
the Sheraton National Hotel at
Columbia Pike and Washington
Boulevard in Arlington, Virginia.

I 've agreed to organize our con-
vention from New York in the ab-
sence of any Washington area
member willing to make the neces-
sary arrangements . Because time is
short, it is essential that all inter-
ested AHPS members let me know
quickly about their intentions to
enter formal NAPEX exhibits and/or
informal AHPS meeting displays . You
can write to me : Harlan F. Stone,
AHPS Convention Chairman, P .O.
Box 334, Woodside NY 11377 (or call
718/478-2374) . The NAPEX address
is: Dr. Michael D . Dixon, P.O. Box
7474, McLean VA 22106 (or call
301/299-7157).

Here's your chance to participate
with a single-page, a ten-frame exhi-
bit or something in between . Come
join the fun .
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Steven S . Weston

photocopy illustration will usually
suffice. Use full-sized copies of covers,
cards and other like-sized items.
Stamps and other small items can be
full-sized or enlarged to show detail.
Before you make your photocopies,
measure the size of your item and
compare it to the width of the page and
column (or columns) . Many photocopi-
ers will enlarge or reduce the size to fit.
'fry to size your photocopy illustrations

to fit Tell's format; your first genera-
tion photocopy will always look better
than the copy I make from your copy.

In some cases, you might consider
sending me the originals to make
topnotch illustrations. If so, call or
write me first!

Perhaps you have something of
interest to write about, but it 's not
worthy of a full article . Then this
column is the place for a mini-article.

If you've read my column or Henry
Ratz's "General Store" in the past, you
know how we wrote about many small

January 1994

Editor's Comment

I 'm baaaack! This may be
your worst horror ; I 'm back as
your editor of Tell . But, I won't
haunt these pages forever. To
make it perfectly clear at the
outset, my last issue as Editor
will be November 1994. One of
you should start thinking about
becoming our next Editor in 1995.

It's really not that hard to do
this job. Forget what you think
you know about why prior editors
left this post . Forget the sour
grapes and moaning in our closing
remarks . We all left because we
burned out after umpty-ump
issues with no one in sight to take
over the job.

After twelve, eighteen or
twenty-four issues, the Editor
needs a break . Remember, my
break starts at the end of 1994
(22 issues).

Former editors are not the
only members with time and
talent to be Editor. Think about
it. Editing this journal is fun,
informative and creatively

satisfying. In this and future issues, I'll
describe how Tell is put together.

Before I leave this subject, I ' d
like to thank Mario Wiedenmeier
for the excellent job he did as our
Editor for 16 issues . If you feel
the same way, take a moment to
write him a note . As a former Ex-
Editor, I know he ' ll appreciate it.

We need articles to pub-
lish. Without them, there's noth-
ing to print, nothing to read, and
no journal . My in-basket is empty!
Take the time to write an article
or do that translation you've been
meaning to do.

Although I welcome any
interesting article, you can make
my day by submitting your
material on a computer diskette.
Label your diskette to show your
computer type (PC or Mac) and
word processing program. My PC
can read 3½" and 5¼" diskettes
and also 3½" HD Apple Macintosh
diskettes.

A philatelic article usually
needs illustrations . When you
submit an article, a high-quality
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subjects. Most of these items came
from gleanings of other journals,
and letters, questions and small
articles submitted by members.

So why not write a mini-
article . I always mention my
sources, so we'll see your name in
print. And, we'll all learn some-
thing new in the process.

Q&A: I always have more
"Q" s than "A"s. If you have some
unanswered questions, just ask!
Send me your questions . I'll route
them to someone and print the
illuminating answers right here.

Any kind of question is okay.
Beginner questions, dumb ques-
tions, interesting questions . I 'll
start this myself.

Q&A #1 : What were the letter
and postcard air mail rates from
Switzerland to the USA from
1921 to May 1935?

Q&A #2: Were there any rate
changes between March 1941 and
July 1947 that would affect air
mail letters from Switzerland to
USA?

This is Tell 's 20th anniver-
sary. After many years of pub-
lishing Tell in booklet format, the
Board decided to adopt a new,
larger format to reduce the cost
of production . Also, more of our
illustrations and tables can be
full-sized.

The new format makes it easy
to store back issues in three-ring
binders . It also makes my job
easier, after I sort out the layout
and design details (I hope you
find Tell 's new typeface, Century,
easy to read).

John Steinberg sent a note
about the new 1994 Zumstein
Catalog. This annual pricing
catalog for stamps of Switzerland,
Liechtenstein and UN organiza-
tions is now the official catalog of
the Swiss Stamp Dealers Associa-
tion. The new pocket edition
shows general price reductions of
10-30% for 20th Century mint
stamps . Also, some used classic
era items have reduced prices.

The editors of the Zumstein
Catalog, known for it's depend-
ability, have carefully monitored
the present economic situation,
which is reflected in the new

January 1994

prices. The catalog has been completely
reset with new typefaces . The price
trend arrows, introduced only a few
years ago, were omitted this year.

AHPS members can order the
catalog at the special price of $21 .10
(ppd.) from: Styne Company Ltd ., P .O.
Box 656647, Fresh Meadows, New York
11365-6647.

In my opinion, the new prices are
more in line with market supply and
demand. Some items are still over-
priced while other, hard to find issues
are still too low . The old typeface was

easier to read, and I don't miss the
arrows (do you?).

Many pricing errors were corrected
in a recent issue of Zumstein's BBZ
(with an error in the correction).

The PTT has also erred by in-
cluding (twice with charge) Liechten-
stein special cancellations in my Swiss
only standing order . A prompt refund
and IRCs was provided . A mangled
FDC of the new high value stamp was
also promptly replaced (plus IRCs).
Check your new issue items!

Bid in the Donation Auction!
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AHPS Auction 99
Donation Auction

This is the exciting auction we have been waiting for! Our members and our Tell advertisers have come

through handsomely with some very nice material of great variety. Now it is your turn to help the AHPS treasury by

buying these yummy items, and get something you will be proud to put in your albums . All proceeds go to the AHPS

treasury.
We thank the dealers who advertise in Tell and who have also donated very nice items to this auction: Ed Chalfant

of Riviera Stamps, Heinz Katcher of Amateur Collector Ltd ., and E . Rolli . They are truly loyal friends and supporters

of AHPS!
Please note that there are no minimum bids in this auction . We have included estimates of some lots whose value

cannot easily be related to a catalog value . So for those of you who don't like minimum bids, here is your auction

without them. For this auction, Zumstein 1992 Specialized catalog values are converted to dollars at SFr. 1 = $ .70.

Some of the items are illustrated on the cover and on page 10.
If some of you intended to send donation items for this auction, you still can . We will have a donation section in

our next auction, which will appear in the May Tell . Please send items, regular or donation, for that auction to me by

March 1.

Please send your bids to : George Struble, 210, 18th St . NE, Salem, OR 97301 . Bids must be received by

February 28th . Bid early, generously, and often ; it's for your collection as well as the AHPS!

Lot Description

Rayons

1 Z . 1611 (Sc . 8) Rayon II . Four good margins, grill cancel . (Ill .)

2 Z. 1711 (Sc . 10) Rayon I . Four good margins, grill cancel . (Ill .)

3 Z. 20 (Sc . 12) Rayon III, with black grill cancel . "Upper frame line cut away, otherwise

OKAY" - Abt certificate . (Ill .)

Strubels

4 Z. 22C (Sc. 24) 5 Rp. Almost four full frame lines, grill cancel . (Ill .)

	

98.00

5 Z. 26C (Sc. 29) 40 Rp . Four margins, two overlapping cancels . (Ill .)

	

87.50+

6 Z. 25F.a (Sc. 34) Two good margins, no faults . Nice A&E 4836 cancel . (Ill .)

	

175.00

7 Z. 22-26G (Sc . 36-40) Used, with one to three complete frame lines . Good starting lot

	

215.00

toward a Strubel collection.

8 Z. 23G, 24G (Sc . 37, 38) both with cds, three full frame lines . (Ill .)

	

63 .00

9 Z . 24G (Sc . 38) Three frame lines, cds cancel . (Ill .)

	

52.50

10 Z . 25G (Sc . 39) Three frame lines, cds. (Ill .)

	

70.00

11 Z. 26G (Sc . 40) Four good margins, cds. (Ill .)

	

70.00+

12 Z. 26G (Sc . 40) Four-margin corner copy with generous parts of two adjacent stamps .

	

70.00+

Cds Geneve 26 Juil 60 . Vertical crease, but still spectacular! (Ill .)

Sitting Helvetia

13 Z. 29 (Sc . 42) 3 ct . F-VF, light SON cancel . (Ill .)

	

112.00

14 Z. 42B (Sc. 58) VF, nice SON cancel . (Ill.)

	

157.50

Value

133.00+

154.00+

133.00
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Description Value

Cross and Numeral

Z. 62A (Sc. 74) 12 ct . ultramarine F-VF MH . 56.00

Z. 63A (Sc. 75) 15 ct. yellow F-VF MHR . 182.00

U. P. U.

Z. 79A.b Dark blue UPU F-VF, light SON cds . 70 .00

Z. 77B-79B (Sc . 98-100) F-VF M, cracked gum ; 10 ct. has HR . 67 .90

Z. 111, 113 (Sc. 135, 139) F-VF, MH . 37 .80

Z. 163 (Sc . 200) 90-ct . shield F-VF MLH . 59.50

Z. 166 (Sc . 203) 2 Fr. shield F-VF MLH . (Ill.) 297.50

Z. 166z (Sc. 203a) F block of 4 with single central cancel (small portion of another 140.00
cancel on one stamp) . (Ill .)

Z . 190 (Sc . 215) 1 Fr. Disarmament VF MNH . 77.00

Used blocks of four. Ten blocks, each with single central cancel . Includes Z. 195, 197, 62 .00
215, 251, 306, WI 122, 129-30, 243, W III 19 (Sc . 220, 222, 243, 278, 337, B141, B167,
B198-8, B413).

Z. 214 (Sc . 241) 1 Fr. VF, MH . 26 .25

Z. 243-51 (Sc. 270-78) Historical figures F-VF MH . 63.00

Z. 301 (Sc . 332c) Rare stamp VF used . (Ill .) 98.00

28 Z. 1711.1 .02 (about 4 twelfths of the outline of the cross) (Sc . 10) on nice folded

	

367.50
cover Sonvilier to Chaux de Fonds. Stamp has wide margins both sides, close

	

to
top left, frame line cut into at bottom right. Orange crayon X cancel on stamp,

	

822 .50
round Sonvilier cancel on cover. Overall, exhibit quality. (Ill .)

29 Z. 23B.2 .01 Strubel 10 Rp . on folded letter cover. Stamp has three margins . "Burglen 25

	

126 .00
Dec 55 " cds; diamond cancel ties stamp to cover.

30 Z. 135.2A.01 (Sc. 189 var.) "Open 8 " variety. F-VF, MLH .

	

245.00

31 Z. 212 .2 .04 (Sc. 239 var.) In pair with normal stamp. VF MNH

	

72.10

32 Z. 233Bz .3 .03 (Sc. 257 var.) Retouch 3 . F-VF used . Two short perfs at bottom.

	

72.80

33 Z. 253 .2 .01 (Sc. 280 var.) "Spider on hammer" VF MNH .

	

203.25

34 Z. 263 .2 .01 (Sc. 294 var.) color fleck between 1 and O . Creased, o/w VF used .

	

70 .40

35 Z. 277 .2 .01 (Sc. 308 var.) "Missing spoke " VF MLH .

	

105.35

36 Two retouches : Z . 277 .3 .03 and 324 .3 .01 (Sc. 308, 355) .

	

29 .00

37 Z. WI 51 .3 .03 1929 Pro Juv. retouch F-VF MLH, several short perfs .

	

71 .25

38 Z. WI 59 .3 .01 (Sc. B59 var.) "Pearl " retouch F-VF used .

	

35 .70

39 Z. WI 83 .3 .01 1937 Pro Juv. retouch VF used .

	

70 .55

40 Z. Wlll 18.2 .02 1943 with FD cancel VF.

	

66 .50

24

25

26

27

Varieties
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Lot Description

	

Value

41 Z. D IV 841193 (Sc. 30831192) five different stamps with variety .2A.02 (defective N) VF

	

157.50
used.

42 Z. D VII 1, 3-7, 11 all with .2A.05 (missing bar in F) Nice corner cancels, OG .

	

229.60

43 Z. D VII 8 (Sc . 708) Four varieties: .2A.03, .2A.04, .2A.05, .2A.06 F-VF used .

	

126.00

Covers

44 Nineteen covers. Eight FDC include PJ 1960, 61, 64, UIT and UPU 1976 ; 1947 Swissair

	

25.00

flight ; 1945 10+10 Lifeboat with stamp day cancel . Est.

45 Z. 24A on cover front, Chaux de Fonds cancel . Stamp has two good margins, neat grill

	

262.50
cancel tied to cover.

46 Postcards Z. Ganzsachen cat . nos . 144, 144a: 1947 100th anniv. of railways . First day

	

35.00+
cancel : Jubilee trip. Reverse sides of cards carry Z . 277-80 (FD cancels of those too) and
1947 Pro Patria 5 ct.

47 1952 Communications Centenary set cacheted unaddressed FDC (one stamp on

	

36.75
reverse) with additional 4 .II .52 Samedan Golf Flugpost cancel.

48 Z. 313 (Sc . 344) FD cancel at Zurich airport, on special cover for airport opening .

	

28.00
Addressed to Pittsburgh.

49 Z. 322-3 (Sc . 363-4) 1957 Europa on registered FDC (French cancel) addressed to New

	

84.00

York

50 1957 Europa registered FDC on brown PTT window envelope franked with 2xZ . 332

	

84 .00
and 3x333. French cancel.

51 18 cacheted unaddressed FDCs 1975-79 .

	

64.00

52 Six special flight covers : V/A 49 (Pro Aero 1938 -Z. F26), 72 (DC-8 Zurich-NY -Z . 354),

	

46.20+
78 (1961 Balloonpost -4xZ . 374), 79 (1963 Pro Aero -Z. F46), 84 (1972 Anniv. of NY
flight -Z . F47), 85 (1972 50th Anniv. -Z. F47).

53 1949 Pro Aero flight Z . V/A 67 franked with Z . F44, 45 La Chaux de Fonds to Lancaster

	

52.50
PA.

54 Z. F49 on six covers : FDC and five special flights Z . V/A 90 .

	

31 .50

55 Pro Juventute unaddressed cacheted FDCs 1975-78 .

	

22.75

56 1947 Pro Patria in blocks of 4 on covers ; 5 ct . on postcard, others on registered SRG

	

120.00+
official covers. Each block of 4 has single central cancel.

57 Pro Patria unaddressed cacheted FDCs: 1976, 77, 79 .

	

22 .40

58 Z. W III 12 & 15, plus 258, 2x201 (Sc. 2x221, 287, B131a, B130a) on registered cover

	

45.50+
with Schweiz . Postmuseum cancel.

59 Ten Bundesfeier cards : No. 2 used (in 1934!) ;13 with 1 .VII .15 (yes, it says 1 July 1915)

	

21 .00+
cancel ; 17, 57, and 84 mint; also 1939, 40, 41, 48, and 49 cards : two mint, others franked
variously, incl . FD cancel on 1949 Pro Patria 10+10 ct ., and special 1939 Exposition
cancel.

60 Official stamps on agency covers : Z. D II : 36 (Army), 54 (Customs), 59 (package label -

	

22 .40
Mapping) . Stamps VF.

61 Campione d'Italia : very nice registered express cover with blocks of 4 of Campione 2A,

	

78.00+
3A, 4B. Campione cancels 10 .1 .45.
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Lot Description

	

Value

Tête-bêche & Se tenant

62 27 tete-beche and se-tenant items, M and used . Includes Z. K3 MH, 2xK7II M (faults), Z

	

25.00
1 used, blk . of 6 (Z 13 or 14) used, blk of 4 (Z 4 or 5) used . Mostly Tell and Tell boy
issues, condition mixed. Est.

63 Z. Z25d-f, 26d-f, 27d-f 1939 Exposition 5, 10, 20 ct ., all pairs of two languages . VF, MLH .

	

77.70

64 S 42z Small thin in interspace, o/w F-VF MNH .

	

175.00

Airpost

65 Z. F2 (Sc . C2) VF MLH. (Ill .)

	

140.00

66 Z. F5, 6 (Sc . C5, 6) F used. 35 ct . has blue crayon mark as well as cds cancel .

	

82.60

67 Z. F7 (Sc . C7) 40 ct. VF MLH .

	

45.50

68 Z. F11 (Sc . C11) 75-ct . VF used .

	

77 .00

69 Z. F19-25 (Sc. C19-25) Air overprints VF MLH .

	

41 .00

70 Z. F23-25 (Sc. C23-25) VF used .

	

60.55

71 Z. F43-4 (Sc. C43-4) 30 and 40-ct. VF MLH .

	

96 .60

72 Z. 43-44 (Sc . C43-4) F-VF, cds cancels .

	

24.50

Semi-postals

73 Mint singles from souvenir sheets : Z . W III 5, 7, 9, 15, 17 ; W 1 83I, 84I, 198 ; W II 101

	

74 .90

(Sc. B89a&b, B80a&c, 242a, B130a, B132a, B323a, B297a). W III 17 LH ; W III 9 small
HR; the rest are NH.

74 Range of semi-postals . 45 stamps Mint and used, a few with faults . Incl . 1928 PJ set

	

275 .00
used, twelve high values of the 1930s and 1940s issues used.

75 Z. WI 5-6 (Sc . B5-6) 1916 Pro Juv. F-VF with SON cds . (Ill .)

	

120 .40

76 Z. WI 6 (Sc . B6) VF MH . (IIl .)

	

182 .00

77 Z. WI 24 (Sc . B24) 1922 Pro Juv. 40 ct . F-VF used .

	

70 .00

78 Z. WI 981, 991 (Sc . B116a, b) MNH, but 20+5 is thinned .

	

84.00

79 Z. WI 129-32 (Sc . B187-90) 1949 Pro Juv. in blocks of 4, each with single central cancel .

	

82 .60
VF.

80 Z. WI 168-72 (Sc . B267-71) 1957 PJ . VF used .

	

17 .50

81 Z. WII 1z (Sc . B90a) F-VF, MLH .

	

43.75

82 Z. WII 26-29 (Sc. B146-9) 1945 Pro Patria set VF used .

	

49 .00

83 Z. W III 12 (Sc. B131a) 4 Rp . used VF.

	

28.00

84 Z. W III 22 (Sc. B144a) left half of Basel Dove sheet MLH .

	

52.50

85 Z. W III 31 (Sc. B178) IMABA 1948 sheet with FD cancel . Crease lower left .

	

91 .00
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Lot Description

UN Agencies and Franchise stamps

86 Z. D VI 23-25 (Sc . 5023-25) WHO 3-10 Fr. VF' used.

87 Z. PP 12B (Sc. S11a) 10 ct. Franchise without control no . F-VF, MNH.

88 Z. PP 13B (Sc. S12a) 20 ct . Franchise without control no . F-VF, MNH.

Miscellaneous

89 All kinds of things : a 1966 PTT Christmas card, nice airs incl . C6-7 mint, C10 and 42
used, a postage due perhaps Z. P21 B, 1932 Disarmament 1 Fr. Mint, 1924 Shield 1 .50
Fr. Mint, 21 PTT Collector sheets with mint stamps of the 1970s, two Faltblatter, 1976
list of Swiss cities by postal code . And more! Condition varied . Take a chance; bid! We
will throw in the postage. Est.

90 USA-Switzerland magazine, special 1947 issue on Swiss stamps and production
methods. A PTT collector sheet no . 90 with canceled 1946 Automobilpostbureau cancel
is bound into the magazine . Fascinating articles . Donated by our grand lady, Sophie
Buser. Est.

91 Official postmarks: 26 Swiss stamps with internal strikes of various departments, some
extremely rare. Stamps from Sitting Helvetia to a 1947 Pro Juv and a few Dues, some
on piece . Est.

92 Eight PTT presentation books : 1973 issues . Est.

93 1975-78 Pro Juventute booklets.

94 1987 Year collection in red official book . Face value of stamps SFr. 23.80. Est.

95 WHO set of eight different non-postal vignettes issued in the 1950s . Est . (Ill .)

96 Fifteen Federal Shooting Festival stamps : 1903-7 Biel, St . Gallen, Zurich, Beckenreid,
plus a xerox of an article on the Swiss Fed . Shooting Stamps . Cat . value said to be over
SFr. 210 . Extraordinary! Est . (Ill .)

97 29 colorful large anti-TB labels 1938-62 . Est . (Ill .)

98 Fascinating lot of 14 checks from 1872 to 1904 . Ten carry revenue stamps of Basel,
Luzerne, and Schwyz . Est.

99 1914/18 Military stamps: 2nd Division, Sulser nos . 2/2, 4/2, and 52/2 . Est.

100 1914-18 Military stamps : 4th Division : 6, 6/2, 14-17 in very nice blocks of 4 ; 8/2, 9/2,
12/2, and an unlisted proof on ungummed art paper. Est.

101 1920-28 Railway stamps : color proofs with patterned backgrounds as used with nos . 43,
44, 45, overprinted Specimen in three different horizontal pairs . Est.

102 Liechtenstein Z. 571 (Sc . 570) 1975 1 .30 Fr. Coronation Robe, lower left margin copy
VF MNH. Est .

Value

154 .00

77.00

77 .00

30.00

20.00

30 .00

15 .00

43.40

20.00

14.00

80.00

40.00

60 .00

22 .00

26 .00

18 .00

15.00
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Lucerne By Night!
Ernest L. Bergman

In the November 1993 issue, we carried the an-
nouncement by the PTT about the special surcharge
stamp and cancellation. Now, courtesy of R .L. Rainey, an
interesting picture postcard is reproduced showing Lu-
cerne's Kapell Bridge on fire . The card was produced by
Heller Werbebüro (CH-6017 Ruswil) which sells the card
for the benefit of the Kapell Bridge renovation.

An article in the Zürich Tages-Anzeiger on October 5,
1993 reported that the new bridge will be like the old one .

Renovations are estimated to cost SFr. 3M of which nearly
SFr. 2M is covered by insurance with the remainder to be

funded from donations and sales of the surcharge stamp.
The bridge will be repaired using fir trees cut in the
forests around Lucerne and 30,000 old tiles from the city
of Bern. Officials have not chosen an art style to be used
to replace the 17th Century triangular gable paintings
destroyed by the fire . However, it is certain that a
contemporary art style will not be chosen.

Dr. Max Kronstein Named to APS Writers Hall of Fame
Harlan F Stone

Long-time collectors of Switzerland will recognize the
name of Dr. Max Kronstein, whose election to the
American Philatelic Society's Writers Unit Hall of Fame
was announced at STaMpsHOW 93 at Houston in August.

Although an APS news release does not mention Dr.
Kronstein's interest in Switzerland. The list of his articles
in the Cumulative Index of Tell and Forerunners 1938-85
comprises 37 entries, filling nearly a page . His articles on
many different aspects of Swiss aviation history appeared
from 1941 to 1973 . Into the 1960s, he was also an
exhibitor, primarily of Swiss zeppelin flights . He died at
age 97.

The APS news release reports : "The late Dr. Max
Kronstein contributed philatelic scholarship for nearly 70
years, and his death notice in The Airpost Journal

pointed out that he was writing about airmail in Europe
even before Lindbergh flew over the Atlantic . He grew up
near sites of early Zeppelin airship flights and worked on
airmail catalogs after World War I.

"Kronstein's well known series of articles on "Air Mail
and the War " which appeared between 1939 and 1946

contains valuable information on rates and routes . His
contributions to The Airpost Journal were recognized by
assigning him the title of Senior Staff Writer . In the index
to the journal, Kronstein's entries are nearly five times as
many as the nearest fellow contributor. His knowledge
continued into the modern era as evidenced by his
contributions on space vignettes and rocket mail . "
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Profile of a Swiss
Stamp Collector —
Pierre Guinand

The American Helvetia Philatelic
Society is indeed fortunate to claim
three of the leading authorities on
19th Century Swiss stamps : Bob
Ziegler on Rayons, Herbert Brach on
Strubels, and Pierre Guinand on
Standing Helvetias . We know there
are many other experts in the world,
especially in Switzerland, but we have
to lean on our own AHPS membership
for most of the knowledge we gain on
Swiss philately.

Pierre Guinand wrote many
informative articles that appeared in
Tell over the years, and those efforts
are appreciated. All of us are indebted
to him for the material he has written
about the Standing Hevetias, a
complicated series of stamps with many
plate flaws and varieties.

Pierre responded to our request for
a story about himself in his native
French. Pierre listed his activities as:
teacher, philatelic expert, passionate
collector and stream fisherman . In a
footnote to these activities, he said
`Malicious tongues maintain that
these four activities are not arranged
in their true, proper order. But these
are malicious tongues! "Thanks to our
unofficial translator, Herbert Brach,
we bring Pierre's interesting story to
you in English .

Robert Gleichenhaus

I forget when I joined AHPS, it
was so long ago (my membership
number is 1707) . I not at all active in
the Society, as I also am not in sev-
eral others, where I am only a
member of record! I belong to about a
dozen sections of the Union of Swiss
Philatelic Societies and to several
independent associations . In the past,
I 've been a committee member of the
Lausanne Society of Science of
Stamps (Timbrologie) . I am a found-
ing member of the Philatelic Study
Circle of The Léman, of which I
presently have the honor of being the
President . I also belong to the Concil-
ium Philatelicæ Helvetic, of which I
am Treasurer.

Ever since my earliest age, I have
had a passion for philately in general

and for Swiss stamps in particular.
Contrary to what happens to many
collectors, my interest never flagged
and my philatelic activities were
never interrupted by a pause . Born in
1940, I received, as a Christmas
present in 1949, a Zumstein Special-
ized Catalog, of which I understood
nothing since I did not have even the
slightest knowledge of German.
However, I spent hours contemplat-
ing the illustrations and tried to
fathom the meanings of the text.
Consequently, the first German
words I learned were neither ja nor
nein, but Plattenfehler, Retouchi-
erungen, geriffeltes Papier, and so on.

Like many young collectors, I
started my collection from point zero,
which is to say that I did not own a
single stamp except those which I
clipped from the mail or which my
father's friends were good enough to
give to me. Very quickly, influenced
no doubt by the specialized catalog, I
threw myself into the study of spe-
cialties of the then current stamps.
The issue which interested me most
was the small landscapes of 1936
with its many double impressions of
the 5c and 20c values . It could well be
said that it is with this issue that my
eyes learned to discern the minutest
detail.

My father occupied a modest post
in a small automobile repair shop and
we only had just enough money to get
by on. It was out of the question for
me to form a collection of great value.
I thought about how to go about it
then to buy stamps . The best method
was to buy kiloware from the hospice
Billoden in Locle (a benevolent
society). There were kilos to had for 5
Francs, for 10 Francs and for 25
Francs. The 25 Franc kilos featured
mainly Pro Juventute and Pro Patria
stamps, but those were not the ones
that interested us . We bought the 5
Franc kilos exclusively and felt very
deceived when on one occasion, as an
end-of-the-year present, we bought a
kilo of those at 10 Francs! It must be
said that the Pro Juventute and Pro
Patria stamps are much poorer in the
varieties they offer than the small
landscapes of 1936!

Today, I still own a stamp which
I found in one of those famous kilo
mixtures : a beautiful 22A Strubel,

cancelled with a blue grill, which I
separated from a piece to which it
had been stuck in the company of an
abysmally bad 10 Rappen stamp
which I threw away immediately.
This 22A is of enormous sentimental
value to me.

We also found out very quickly
that the Standing Helvetia issue was
extremely rich in its variety of re-
touches and that these stamps lent
themselves admirably to research in
depth. At that time, it was still
possible to find older stamps, such as
Standing Helvetias and UPU Anni-
versary stamps, in mixtures that
were very superficially sorted or not
sorted at all (something very rare
these days!).

Thus, at the age of 12, I found my
first 72F in an unsorted Standing
Helvetia lot bought from a dealer at
the Lausanne bourse for about 10
Francs. After spending a few hours
sorting the lot on a rainy Wednesday
afternoon, I rushed to Mr. Estoppey,
philatelic expert, who extended a
certificate for the stamp on the spot.
This stamp was worth a few hundred
Francs at the time and represented a
considerable fortune to us . I still
remember my father 's face when he
read the certificate on which the ink
was hardly dry. We were the happy
owners of a "stamp with a certificate "
which, without doubt, was several
steps up in the philatelic hierarchy in
one fell swoop!

What followed was the purchase
of a general collection, with an enor-
mous quantity of stamps, on the basis
of an advertisement that had ap-
peared in the local daily newspaper.
The discussions to reach an
agreement on the price were long ; longer
still (several months) was the time
spent sorting the stamps . A happy
surprise awaited us : finding a blue 5
Rp Strubel, the color error. It was a
little thinned in the upper portion,
but an extremely rare piece neverthe-
less, which filled me with immense

joy.
These were the first two " finds " I

was fortunate to make as a very
young philatelist and there have been
a good number of these since . At the
time, I was a member of the junior
section of the Lausanne Society of
Timbrology. I joined the Society as a
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full member, young of course . After a
while, I became the monitor of the
junior section I had recently left . I
had to give up that post when I began
my teaching career in Vallorbe, but
my philatelic activities were never
interrupted . By and by, I formed a
specialized collection of the issues
from 1862 to 1907, one I still pursue
very actively today after having
abandoned the collecting of all other
Swiss issues and those of neighboring
countries.

As you can see, I belong to the
category of specialists who have
enormous knowledge of an area that
gets thinner and thinner and who
know absolutely everything about an
area the thickness of which is zero!

I became an expert in 1967 and
have had extremely enriching
contacts with numerous dealers and
collectors of Swiss stamps . I have had
an opportunity to examine and
photograph an important part if the
PTT archives, in the course of which
many unedited documents were
found and, above all, a number of
printing plates, still preserved in two
heavy wooden boxes, sealed by the
house of Benziger of Einsiedeln, the
last printer of the Standing Helve-
tias. Thanks to this material, I was
able to write, in collaboration with
my friends Messrs . Doorenbos, Valko
and Hertsch, the manual of the

Standing Helvetias, a work which
greatly inspired the most recent
edition of the Zumstein Specialized
Catalog.

At the moment, I am attempting
the reconstruction of several of the
plates of the Standing Helvetia and
to contribute complementary and
corrective information to the work of
René Gees dedicated to the 1900
UPU Anniversary issue . I am
collaborating with about twenty specialized
collectors of this interesting issue.
These tasks constitute the "serious"
side of my philatelic activities.

My hobby, my necessary respite
(for the reconstruction of plates is a
gigantic enterprise which has to be
performed in solitude) is the updating
of the existing documentation regard-
ing auxiliary markings (Aufshilfs-
stempel) . After having assembled the
cumulative knowledge accumulated
by Pén and Fritz Berger, his succes-
sor in this endeavor, I had the
immense pleasure to edit, in 1990, the
Catalog of Auxiliary Markings . This
is a work which I continue to keep up
to date by registering, several times
each week, the information I receive
from collectors and the PTT. That
includes new use dates, old and
modern cancels recently discovered,
new issues since 1990, etc . This hob-
by, which at the outset was deriva-

tive, ended up by becoming an area
as serious as the others and one
which has brought me an enormous
quantity of correspondence and,
therefore, sometimes serious delays
in my expertise work . Consequently,
I had a need for another, true hobby
which would not threaten to become
serious . I have thrown myself with
abandon into stream fishing, a sport
I have practiced from a very early
age . I have gotten to know some
brooks and streams in the Alps which
I particularly like and from which I
return with beautiful and delicious
trout and generally with the loss of a
couple of kilos of my own weight at
the end of the season (fishing in the
mountains is arduous!) . Two kilos
which I, of course, put back on in the
Winter while busy with my philatelic
activities.

So, here it is, all done . Ever since
I have been on this earth, I have not
known what boredom is . I will be
retired in about four years and I
already know how I am going to
spend my time if God preserves me in
good health . Retirement is like teach-
ing, you have to prepare for it a long
time ahead of time!

Pierre's address is: Chemin de la
Plantaz 18, 1110 Morges, Switzerland

Exhibit Awards
Harlan F Stone

Paul S . Aufrichtig, Liechtenstein Classics, NOJEX 93,
vermeil.

Ernest L. Bergman, Military & Civilian Internee Mail
in Switzerland—World War IT, SCOPEX 93, gold,
APS post-1940.

Herbert Brach, "Strubels, the So-Called Emergency
Printings on Thin Paper, Series E and F, " Spellman
93, silver-bronze, ORAPEX 93, silver-bronze.

Ralph L. Grumke, Swiss Machine Cancels, Plymouth
93, silver-bronze.

Gene Kelly, "Catalog of Fiscal Stamps of Switzerland,"
Vols . 3 and 4, SPRINGPEX 93, silver-bronze ; Vol . 5,
SPRINGPEX 93, silver, Spellman 93, silver ; Vols . 1-
5, ORAPEX 93, silver.

Charles J . LaBlonde, Geneva Tax (OVE) Markings,
Ameristamp Expo 93, vermeil ; Swiss Machine
Cancels, Plymouth 93, silver-bronze.

Ralph B. Soderberg, Sitting Helvetia, POLSKA 93, gold.

Harlan F. Stone, 1900 UPU Commemoratives,
Ameristamp Expo 93, vermeil ; Strubels, Philatelic
Show 93, gold, New York Spring 93 Mega-Event,
gold, STaMpsHOW 93 C of C, gold ; BALPEX 93,
gold, APS research ; Sitting Helvetia, NOJEX 93,
gold, NAPEX 93, gold.

Mario Wiedenmeier, "Tell, " STaMpsHOW 93, silver.
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Swiss Aerograms
Steven S. Weston

It's been a long time since anything about Swiss
postal stationery has been printed in the pages of Tell . In
this article I'd like to introduce you to a small but
interesting facet of Swiss postal stationery, the aerogram
(or aerogramme, as our foreign friends would prefer).

According to UPU regulations, an aerogram is
basically a folded letter with the imprint "Aerogramme "

on the address side which will be carried by airmail at a
special rate less than that of an ordinary letter in an
envelope . By regulations, an aerogram cannot contain any
enclosures: photographs, additional sheets of paper, etc.

Aerograms were introduced by the UPU to promote
international airmail correspondence. Aerograms were
valid and carried via airmail to all UPU countries . In
Switzerland, private firms immediately printed and sold
aerogram sheets, to which the purchaser would affix the
proper amount of postage.

PTT Aerograms
At first the Swiss PTT resisted the idea of issuing

prepaid aerogram sheets, but after a great deal of
promotion and requests from the press, private parties
and groups, one was released on March 19, 1962 . And so
the first Swiss postal aerogram came into being.

An example of the first PTT aerogram, as it was
issued (with FD cancel), is shown in Figure 1 . The PTT
issued 1,539,000 of this first aerogram sheet . About 5,000
received first day cancels . Each sheet was sold for 70c, a
5c premium over the postage rate of 65c.

An aerogram starts out as a single sheet of paper
which has been die-cut, gummed, and printed to assist
the user. Folded, the sheet measured 140 x 99 mm . Most
of the sender 's message would be written on the reverse
side of the aerogram sheet and continued onto the left
side of the obverse . The paper is a strong, light-weight,
tissue-type white paper of high quality. The front side of
the first aerogram sheet was printed with a blue-grey
security underprinting; the instructions and the value
were printed in blue.

On March 9, 1964, the PTT issued a new aerogram
sheet to replace stock . The new sheet was to be essen-
tially unchanged except for the elimination of the blue-
grey underprinting, the use of light-blue paper with
embedded, luminescent orange and white fibers, and
minor printing changes (including the franking imprint).

However, production of the new aerogram sheet was
not without a problem . After an initial printing of 250,000
sheets, tests showed that having an initial vertical fold
caused problems with new machines installed since the
first aerogram issue of 1962 . Accordingly, the aerogram
sheet was redesigned with an initial horizontal fold and
placing the return address printing on the panel to the
left of the address/imprint panel.

The first printing (Fig . 2) of 250,000 is cataloged in
the Zumstein Ganzsachen Catalog as Aerogram #2.
Approximately 15,000 sheets received a first-day
cancellation . The second printing of 6,940,000 sheets is
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listed as Aerogram #3 in Zumstein . Only a very small
number, about 300, of these sheets received a first-day
cancellation—a modern rarity, if you will.

On October 4, 1969, the United Nations Office in
Geneva issued the aerogram shown in Figure 3 . About
100,000 sheets were sold, of which, about 52,000 received
first-day cancellations . A printing variety is noted in the
Schweizerisches Luftpost-Handbuch : a dark ink-spot in
the UN signet.

On June 30, 1971, Swiss and UN aerograms were
withdrawn from sale in Switzerland and the postage rate
for an aerogram was raised to 70c effective the following
day. The UN aerogram was withdrawn from sale in New
York on August 8th. On July 1, 1974, the aerogram rate
was increased to 80c.

Semi-Official Aerograms
The LUPO organizing committee produced 50,000

aerogram sheets (using Aerogram #3) with a red PTT
franking machine imprint of 15c and a turquoise imprint
publicizing LUPO 75 . The sheets were offered for sale on
December 4, 1974 for 2 Francs . About 1000 sheets exist
with a first-day cancellation . The example shown in
Figure 4, addressed to Helsinki Finland, also carries a
topically related postage stamp which overpays the
foreign registration fee of 70c . This aerogram is listed in
Zumstein as Flugpost-Privatganzsachen #49.

On April 6, 1975, Swissair inaugurated four new
routes from Zürich and Genève to Peking and Shanghai.
According to the Luftpost-Handbuch, some 233,000

aerograms were sold and flown on these routes as part of
a special postal dispatch (but not registered) for 2 Francs
each. The aerograms received special first flight cancella-
tions (two types) and Chinese arrival stamps on the re-
verse. This item (Fig. 5) is Aerogram #3 with an addi-
tional 45c PTT franking machine imprint in red ink plus
a 90c stamp (Z .564) . The sheet also has a red imprint of a
DC-8 airplane and Swiss and Chinese flags . Printed in
blue ink are the to- and from-addresses (Philmail AG
Aarau) and an English legend, "First Flight Zurich—
Peking " or one of the other three city combinations.

This aerogram is listed in Zumstein: Privatganz-
sachen; Privat-Zudruck-Aerogramme #1 . It was prepared,
flown and then sold to collectors after the flights . Accord-
ingly, unused examples were not generally available . I
say generally because, after the flights, some unused
examples came onto the market.

I have doubts that this
aerogram sheet was produced
by overprinting any existing
Aerogram #3 stock . When com-
pared to Aerogram #3 sheets,
there are differences in the
shading lines of the aircraft in
the triangle-shaped value
imprint. The blue ink is glossier
than the ink on Aerogram #3.
Also, the glue, and its applica-
tion, is different.

The blue ink used for the
"Philmail" imprint matches the
65c imprint and the red cachet
matches the 45c imprint . I sus-
pect a new print form was used
to print this aerogram from
scratch using blank paper stock.

Also on April 6, 1975, LUPO organizers issued a
similar aerogram for the same first flights . This aerogram
has a 15c PTT franking machine imprint which, when
added to the 65c aerogram imprint, made up the regular
aerogram rate of 80c. This aerogram is listed in Zumstein
as Flugpost-Privatganzsachen #50 . Zumstein notes that
there are two versions. This item is not listed in Luftpost-
Handbuch and I 've never seen an example.
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Another 1975 vintage aerogram is listed in Zumstein
as #51 : aerogram #3 with four different imprints.
Although I've never seen this aerogram either, I assume
that the four varieties of imprints are four color varieties
of a cachet featuring the Zeppelin LZ 129 Hindenburg.
This item is not listed in the Luftpost-Handbuch either.

There is another semi-official, privately sponsored
aerogram which was issued for LUPO 85 . It is a commer-

cial aerogram sheet with a red PTT franking machine
imprint for 1 Franc and a red cachet of an angel carrying
an aerogram as drawn by Hans Erni (Fig . 8).

On October 1, 1975, the aerogram rate was raised
again: 80c to CEPT countries, 90e to Mediterranean
countries and 1 Franc to all other countries . On January
1, 1986, the rate was revised to the current rate of SFr
1 .20 to all countries.

Did you know?
Michael Rutherfoord

— that the classic book by Mirabaud and Reuterskjold
"Swiss Stamps 1843-1862 " has been reprinted as a
facsimile of the 1898 Paris edition, but with color
illustrations . The book, 295 pages, is in German and costs

SFr. 300. This is for the specialist!
— that according to current PTT statistics, every

Swiss inhabitant receives 532 letters and 33 parcels per
year. Also, the number of registered parcels has dropped
by 13%.

— that the excellent set "Works of Art by Swiss
Women" is remarkable not only because three of the four
stamps are the first square stamps issued by Switzerland,
but also because the PTT tried to get away from the
conventional "head and shoulders" format. This set
corrects some of the neglect shown toward women on
Swiss stamps and to show what they did.

— the PTT Director announced a change in stamp
issuing policy. Instead of the rash of new values issued
with each rate change, they intend to have only all 10e
steps to 90e, then all franc values to an unstated top-
value, perhaps six francs, so that with only two stamps

any rate can be had, at all times . This will aid production
and stock-holding, and is, no doubt, affected by the large
number of SFS in service at parcel and letter counters,
nearly 1200.

—that a PO in Zürich has had, on its own initiative,
a jigsaw puzzle made of the Züri-NABA block, 110 pieces;

SFr. 11 from Philatelic Bureau.
— that during a trip around the largest Swiss PO,

Zürich Sihlpost, we were told that one of the Japanese
CFC machines is fitted with the original Austrian
Schrack barcode reader for A & B segregation, while the
other is now fitted with a Swiss system to identify each
stamp by optically determining its average grey tone, and
so reading the total value of up to four stamps per cover.
If these tests are successful, it means that no more
stamps will be issued with barcodes and that, perhaps, a
world-beater system will obviate the necessity of having
luminescent materials in stamps for facing and for
segregating A/B, foreign and other mail . However, the
number of letters with stamps is low, below 20% and
falling, therefore there is less justification for expensive
machines . Let's see.

Excerpted from Helvetia Newsletter, October - November 1993, Helvetia
Philatelic Society of Great Britain.
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